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Dear friends, readers, Ganoderma coffee lovers! 

TEAMtime has been published after 3-months break. And right 
away it´s  a Winter special edition. We bring you experiences, 
advices, inspirations and I´m looking forward that is also 
possible to find travel diary from far away Morocco in this issue. 
Magazine will be published as 3-month periodicity in special 
editions. The closest one will be the spring special edition. Let 
me wish you a pleasant reading of this new issue. I´m also 
looking forward to let you some great tips to the best period of 
the year. 

Enjoy the autumn and soon winter days with our coffee. Have a 
pleasant reading! 

Selected from the content:

Dr.Rajesh Savera - Ayurveda 
Interview  - László Kócsó
Travel diary – Morocco 

Make your own Advent calendar 
 



To coffee
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by  Andrea Molnárová

This magazine is creating in our free time and everything we do take care by ourself (texts, 
pictures, graphics, corrections, translations) and is for FREE: If you would like to publish 
anything as article, receipe, feel free to write us to our email. Thank you! 
Contact:  teamtimesk@gmail.com 

           TEAMtime produces with love: 
           Andrea Molnárová and Katka Mikušová + external cooperators, whose names are written below the  
                                                                                                             articles 
           Date of issue: 22.11.2017 

I have chosen you this beautiful christmas-winter mandala. Have a nice creative moment, you already 
know how to make it :-) Let´s start intuitive and with joy to paint :-)
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Travel diary

To enjoy a vacation in winter and to feel a sun was my dream. This November it became a reality. I went to 
Morocco. 
Dozens of read blogs, recommendations we had forgotten immediately we arrived to Agadir airport. Our 
delegate was waiting for us in front of the aiport with a big smile on his face speaking by 4 languages. 
Luggage we believably gave to an older smiley man who was willing to help us with and knew why he did it. 
Despite many information about bakšiš (tip) we were out for few euros. We did accommodate and run for the 
first sunset above the Atlantic ocean. That time we didn´t even know, Morocco won afootball game over 
Ivory Coast 2:0 and all city will be celebrating. Literally! People were singing, dancing, staying on the 
crossing in their cars or sitting on them. And two white women were walking by their promenade. Lots of 
greetings, smiles, standing by made us feel a bit scared. As times passed we found out, no matter if they win a 
match or not, smile from their faces never got down. Even big differences between rich and poor we didn´t 
meet a person with no smile or saying hello. 

In 1960 was a big earthquake per night in Agadir which spent just 15 second but took almost 15 000 lifes, so 
the town had to built again. This disaster still reminds them a fortress The Kasbah, which is placed above the 
Atlantic city and is beautiful view from to whole Agadir to. Per day and per night there is a sign shinning 
God, country, the king. Moroccans honor their king Mohammed VI. very much, he is well known for his 
social feeling. They are not arabs as most people think, they are berbers and are proud to be. Through whole 
Morocco extends the Atlas mountain long almost 2000 km and passing 4 countries. 

 Morocco – country of unlimited colors and flavors

The original inhabitants of north countries were berbers and almost every moroccon speaks french or 
german as it has a lot to do with their past. They are lovers of moroccan tea called „Moroccan whiskey“ 
which is strong green tea with mint and lof ot sugar, what gives them energy in summer time. 

Agadir is a tourist resort and center is beautifully built, we wanted to see as much as possible for time we 
had. Based on recommendations we did choose guy called Mustapha from local travel agency Tawab and 
booked few trips.  Before the trips we had such an first experience even in special hammam spa, which is a 
complete external body cleansing, drunk a tea and enjoyed whole body massage in awesome Argan Phyto 
house. Ganoderma coffee I offered to ladies to try and with big smiles on our faces we said goodbye. 
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Travel diary

Our future guide had invited us to moroccan wine to his restaurant Plage Bleue by the beach and had the 
honor to meet this world in more details. 

Morocco – country of unlimited colors and flavors

Mini Sahara was just part of the show what would wait for us in further 600 km. Soft sand, drought, 
camels and cold nights. This trip I plan on my next journey to Morocco. It´s  a 2 days needed to save as you 
sleep on the desert. 
Incredible experience we had was to get to the typical berber house in Rasmouka village with served their 
national food Tajine. The view of the dam passing through this village was magnificent pearl of the day. I 
must say, almost everywhere is possible to find a stall with fresh oranges and camels, you can ride on. Of 
course for tip. They try to earn money on everything possible. 

Let´s go to meet the beauty of Morocco! 

First of all we did choose Mini Sahara trip. Our guide introduced us an argan oil, which tree is coming from 
and how its made. Morocco is a country where this tree grows on more than 80 000 hectares and its fruits 
are processed in two ways. Roasted nuts are used for edible oil and unroasted for cosmetics. 
First stop we did was fisherman´s village by the Atlantic ocean, where waves showed their reall power. 
Beautiful scenery of simplicity. 
After almost 60 kilometres we got to Tiznit town, which specializes on silver production. Done almost on 
their knees looking wonderful. In every village you can find even small mosque what is a like sanctuary for 
them where they speak they own prayers. Moroccans are muslims and calling to mosque is possible to hear 
from all town. Is a beautiful sound of tones, belief and humility. Five times per day they cleanse their body to 
entry the mosque. Unfortunatelly, we weren´t allowed to go there. 
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Travel diary

No time for rest we had and already chosen  next trip to Marrakesh. This trip was a bit more challenging for 
us as it takes 4 fours to get there from Agadir. Marrakesh is the real Morocco. Its a combination of luxury and 
poverty. Packed with drinking water as in Morocco they are not as lucky as we are have entered The Bahia 
palace known for its marvelous paintings on cedric wood which changes its color as time passes. It´s possible 
to meet here muslims, jewish or christian parts. The square matching all cultures, tones, smells or colors was 
full and better to keep yourself by each other. You don´t want to have hung a snake or monkey on your neck, 
for tip of course, unwanted. The most famous market has incredible tradition here and find anything you 
need. I´m glad we had a guide with us, because to get out would be a bit problem for us. They are used to 
negotiate, even they ask for it, so don´t be afraid to provide your price. They are very good at this. 

 Morocco – country of unlimited colors and flavors

Because we wanted to do a sport a little but no luck, we have chosen a trip to Paradise valley. Mountain 
scenery combined with palm trees and somewhere really deep natural valley lakes you have to walk by 
mountain path. Seller with oranges found here too sitting next to passing tourists. Natural lakes are really 
famous in summer time for its jumping cliffs. If you are afraid too, don´t worry, special guys are here, just 
give them a tip and they will jump for you so you can enjoy your pictures of. 

 Carpets, spices, ceramics even 
hens, everything possible to get 
here. Times goes really slowly 
here, no stress, but always with 
positive attitude. In November is 
lovely 27 °C in Morocco, but 
Atlantic ocean is no more 
possible to swim in, just when 
you mark yourself as ice bears. 
Moroccan already wear jackets as 
it´s cold weather for them. 
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Travel diary

End of the vacation is coming up and still wanting more and more experiences. One of the last one was a 
sunset from the Kasbah fortress above the harbor, which is the most important in whole Morocco. Necessary 
buying of argan oil in the centre of its production in Argan Palace, where all products are certified, so no need 
to worry to buy cat in a bag and let´s go to pack home.. 

 Morocco – country of unlimited colors and flavors

To know new culture, country, people give you something so strong, you want to keep as long as possible. 
You can read a lot of magazines or books, but to feel on your own skin is indescribable feeling. To find new 
friends, to looking forward a sun goes up, to see its beauty but also to see everyday struggle for survival are 
the experiences which always stay in my heart. 
That´s Africa! And I´ll be back soon. 
Don´t forget to smile as they do. Naturally, with love.  by Katka Mikušová 
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Interview

László Kócsó

1. Dear László, could you please introduce yourself to fans of Ganoderma and DXN?

I am Kócsó László and I am building the business together with my wife, Anikó.  Although I am the one, 
who is always in the front, this is a serious team work. With my wife, my grown-up children and my 
professional help Péter Balázs Álmos, we all work together. We have six children (you know 6 direct lines 
are required for diamond level :-) and we live in a small town in Hungary, 80 km from Budapest. We started 
the business with online marketing experience and from the very beginning we treated it as a business 
entrepreneurship. 

You can be a successful businessman, you can have a lot of money, but I think, what’s more important how 
free you are. As an employee everyone sees that there is no opportunity to achieve freedom. As an 
entrepreneur often the situation is the same, since most of them are the slaves of their own 
entrepreneurship (just like we were), the entrepreneurship is not functioning without them. But an MLM 
business operating on a solid basis, with products, which would work without the business opportunity can 
provide passive income. We were dreaming of this free life without obligations, which provides us 
continuous passive income. That is why we chose MLM and DXN. 

2. Why did you choose MLM as your future even people don´t believe in this business?
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Interview

László Kócsó

3. Could you imagine such a big success when you have started?

Yes, in fact a much bigger :-). I think we are only at the beginning of our trip, since we only utilised only a 
small portion of our possibilites. The market is very big here in Europe, I am sure that in the upcoming 
years we will multiply the turnover.  

I have a lot of plans. Recently we have brought DXNPLUS into life, where weekly we publish new, short 
training videos. I am working on the writing of a contact book, which shows the real face of MLM and tries 
to dispel the prejudices about MLM. This will be a book, which you can give to your prospect and it will 
work and present instead of you. We would like to achieve Double Crown Ambassador level, although, such 
a level does not officially exist.   

4. What are you private/business plans for the future?

by László Kócsó 
by Katka Mikušová
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Lucia Čížová, Slovakia: 
Due to ayurveda food, can we influence small children by giving them this type of food and when is the 
best way to start? 
Dr. Rajesh Savera, India: 
Yes you surely can give DXN to children starting early as newly born as it is really safe.  But it is always 
better to start supplements as soon as the child is able to start taking semi-solid and solid foods.  DXN 
has many products that can really help the child meet his development milestones.  To include, 
Spirulina, Morinzhi, Cocozhi, Ganoderma, Gano Massage Oil, etc.  

Jaroslav Praženica, Slovakia: 
When people start to consume Spirulina on daily basis, they feel they have more apetite than before. 
How it is so? 
Dr. Rajesh Savera, India: 
When a person is ill, it is but natural for the person to lose appetite.  Nutritional deficiency could be 
considered as an illness and that’s when the person who has less appetite when put on supplements like 
Spirulina, which take care of the nutritional deficiency experience an improved appetite.  In Ayurveda, 
we say the Agni (Digestive Enzymes) have started to secrete better.  This is a sign of sound health.   

Austin O´Keeffe, Ireland: 
I know in Sweden and Greece people are consuming Morinzhi to help with their depression. How does it 
help them? 
Dr. Rajesh Savera, India: 
Depression or probably any psychiatric condition has something to do with Serotonin as well as 
dopamine.  These are neurotransmitters which play a vital role in once psychological state of well being. 
 Imbalance in these secretions could cause psychiatric illnesses.  Depression is said to be caused because 
of the low levels of these neurotransmitters.  When we consider supplements like Morinda Citrifolia 
(Morinzhi) we are trying to improve body’s physiology.  A healthy body then secretes the necessary 
enzymes and neurotransmitters which make us experience a feeling of mental wellbeing.  There have 
been studies to prove these effects of Morinda Citrifolia especially in cases of cravings to cigarette 
smoking and alcoholism. The xeronine which is released in the intestines when we take the Morinda 
citrifolia could be the reason that improves the secretion of the happiness hormones. 

You ask
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Ayurveda 

Dr. Rajesh Savera, BAMS, MS (Psych.) 
Ayurveda Physician, Psychotherapist, Counsellor, Lifestyle Coach 

I AM GOING TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO SHARE THE AMAZING SECRETS OF THE MOST
ANCIENT MEDICAL SCIENCE KNOWN TO MANKIND WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON LIFESTYLE. 
 LONGEVITY, REJUVENATION AND HEALING ALL ARE PART OF AYURVEDA’S CORE PHILOSOPHY OF 
WELLBEING. 

Ayurveda: Secrets Of The Past For 
Healthy Lifestyle Of The Future

Introduction to Ayurveda 
Some 5,000 years ago, the Indian yogis inquired about everything in the world in which they lived. They 
looked up at the skies and saw the celestial lights, and wondered in awe about their origin and meaning. 
They looked around at the world and wondered, "Why am I here?  What is the meaning of my life?" They 
knew the world around them was fraught with challenges and potential dangers, and they asked, "How can 
I stay safe and healthy?" 

 These people were among the earth's 
oldest human inhabitants.  They knew that 
it is one’s health and wealth that gave one 
an experience of happiness.  To answer 
their questions, the wisest and most 
learned of the clan went forth to seek 
explanations from the Gods. These wise
men and women were known as rishis. 
 They had the gift to attune themselves to 
the ways of the Gods. As they meditated 
deeply, the Gods came to them, and 
answers were given to every question they 
posed. They learned about astrology and 
astronomy, about matter and spirit, about 
earth, air, water, fire and space, and they 
learned about ritualistic living (lifestyle).  
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Ayurveda  

This knowledge was passed down through generations with songs and chants, and then written down in 
the most comprehensive language Sanskrit to form the oldest of books now existing on the planet: the 
Vedas.  Literal meaning of the word Veda is "Knowledge" or Gyan. 
The wisdom of the Vedas is vast. They were divided into four parts - the Rig-Veda, Sama-Veda, Yajur- 
Veda, and Atharva-Veda.  Ayurveda is a part of Atharva-Veda. The knowledge pertaining to health is 
known as Ayurveda or the science of life. The knowledge of Ayurveda was given to the rishis so that they 
might know how to stay physically and emotionally healthy in order to pursue their deeper spiritual goals. 
The Vedic teachings thrived in India, and Ayurveda thrived as well, for several millennia. Scholars, 
philosophers, and doctors journeyed from afar to India to study, and each took pieces of this knowledge 
home with them. It was a golden age of increasing understanding and deepening spirituality. 

Ayurveda: Secrets Of The Past For 
Healthy Lifestyle Of The Future

Ayurveda is a science that is, first and 
foremost, about creating harmony 
with one's environment. Ayurveda 
teaches us that when we live in 
harmony we shall be healthy, and 
that disease is the normal expression 
of living out of harmony. Hence, 
Ayurveda is a health care discipline 
that begins by asking us to look inside 
of ourselves so that we may discover 
how we are living out of harmony.  
Only then can we make the life 
changes necessary for healing to take 
place. 

In this way, Ayurveda gives us back both responsibility for our well being as well as the power to create our 
state of health. Focusing on how we relate to our environment, Ayurveda views the cause of disease as the 
natural expression of the body and mind living out of harmony with its environment. From this perspective, 
we can begin to understand that Ayurvedic treatment revolves around helping each individual move back 
into a harmonious relationship with their environment. In Ayurveda, we understand that where there is 
harmony there is health, and where there is disharmony, there is disease. 
Our environment consists of everything that we experience through our five senses. Thus what we eat, look 
upon, smell, touch, or listen to affects our well-being. The goal of Ayurveda then is to help each person take 
in the impressions that are right for them. In Ayurveda, each person is seen as a unique individual with 
unique genetics and biochemistry. Hence, what is right for each individual is different. 
We call a person’s uniqueness their "constitution." Your constitution describes who you are at the most 
fundamental level. The concept that we are all different is unique to Ayurveda. 
Indeed, Ayurveda recognises that medicine exists everywhere and often in the most unlikely of places. In
addition to using plants and herbs as medicine, Ayurveda uses aromas, colours, sounds, special forms of 
massage, and food as healing tools. It is through our senses that we experience the world around us. If we 
take in harmonious impressions through our senses, we can expect to experience greater calm, clarity and 
peacefulness and thus, via the mind/body relationship, greater physical health. If we take in disharmonious 
impressions, we create agitation in the mind and this leads to disease. 
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Ayurveda  

Ayurvedic philosophy accepts that matter is made from basic five elements - earth, water, fire, air, and 
space.  These in turn give rise to subtle energies which bring about the functioning of matter. These subtle 
energies are known as doshas or humors in Ayurveda. There are three fundamental doshas known as vata, 
pitta, and kapha. How they combine and in what percentages make up a person’s inborn constitution. No 
two people share the same constitution. This natural unique balance of energy is essentially an energetic 
blueprint of the person on the physical and emotional level. Through understanding the constitution we 
can predict where in the body weaknesses are likely to occur and thus take measures to prevent disease. If 
we can understand our constitution, we can begin to take conscious control over our choices and choose 
those that will lead us toward optimal health. 

Ayurveda: Secrets Of The Past For 
Healthy Lifestyle Of The Future

Ayurveda categorises these energies into 
three different doshas: 
1.  Vata dosha, in which the air and space 
elements dominate. 
2.  Pitta dosha, in which the fire element 
dominates. 
3.  Kapha dosha, in which the earth and water 
elements dominate. 

The dosha affects not just the shape of one’s body but also bodily tendencies (like food preferences and 
digestion), and the temperament of one’s mind and emotions. For example, the earth element in people 
with Kapha dosha is evident in their solid, sturdy body type, their tendency for slower digestion, their 
strong memory, and their emotional steadiness. Most people’s constitution is made up of a combination of 
two doshas. For example, people who are “Pitta Kapha” will have the tendencies of both Pitta dosha and 
Kapha dosha, with Pitta dominating. By understanding the qualities of our natural constitution we are 
better able to do what is needed to keep ourselves in balance. 

Ayurveda places great importance 
on one’s lifestyle (eating habits and 
daily routine). Ayurveda also 
provides guidance on how to adjust 
our lifestyle based on the change of 
seasons.  With the advent of 
technology, our living patterns have 
changed.  However the principles of 
wellness prescribed in Ayurveda are 
universal and ever lasting and are 
very much applicable even today. 
In my series of articles, we will cover 
the different aspects of Ayurveda 
philosophy, its principles, and 
applications for a lifestyle that does 
not make one compromise his 
freedom of living.  

                 by Rajesh Savera 
                     by Katka Mikušová
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Personal development

Next time we will talk more about next two styles. More information you can get at  
www.andreamolnarova.sk

Sport style – a friend 

Extremely powerful, 
loves people, extrovert,  
organizes impossible,  
continuous energy coming,  
lot of excercises, still in moves. 

Pros: performance, drive, clear aim, focus on the 
result 
Suitable: automotive industry, event 
organizing,broker, business man, fitness centrum 
Not suitable: closed for 8 hours in the office :-) 

Sport style is the most yang style, women have 
more men´s energy. The opposite is the softest 
woman style in yin energy – romantic.

Find your uniqueness III. 
Sport vs. Romantic style 

 Romantic style – a princess 

The softest and the most fragile from all,  
easy expression, soft voice,  
love to take care of family, children, 
loves to bake, cook and create hand made 
products,   
brilliant supporter,  
the best patience, focus on details. 
Pros: the highest scale of mercy and high scale of 
intuition 
Suitable: doctor for children, nurse, teacher in 
kindergarten, elementary school, beauticians, 
hairdresser, assistent 

Not suitable: manager in corporations 

by Andrea Molnárová 

Fashion therapy is based on 8 key styles (Octo Codes lat.) and every woman finds herself in one of 
them. In your own style you find whole mix of „gifts“ of your own life. You discover how you shine to 
your environment, what´s your talent for, how do you behave, what do you like to do, what´s your 
hobbies, how do you deal with men, family, sport...You find you what´s important for you and on the 
other hand not and it must go. As an icing in the cake of whole system is clothes suitable just for you, 
which is your second skin or balance with your soul. Today we introduce you first two. 
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                 by Ján Ivan 

 

Personal development

In the next chapter  we move forward closer to light up our Star, by “stepping out to Venus orbit”. We 
find out, like so called “Love” can assist or stop us on the journey to our progress or make success... 

Moon our nearest satellite can be seen to be second light of our sky. Light of night sky which can pretty 
light up dark space. It’s very important object of our sky. Together with the Sun become part of the theatre 
of  heaven, which is known as (D)distend/grove up and  (C)crumble away moon. It`s fact beyond exception, 
that moon effected our atmosphere, weather and hydrodynamic of our planet at all. Knowledge of  Moon 
phase very well apply in agriculture cultivation, in fishing or hunting. On human (social) level make 
influence on  “aqua” emotional side of our temperament. His influence is very emotional, being feeling like 
our moods, reflected in our daily habits and bat habits. 

Depends on Moon position in our star map(birth horoskop) refering to us how our habits  and  bad habits 
can move up or vice versa, work as brake. Therefore represents light of  night life point to private(hidden 
from public eyes) comfort part of our personality or life. Reflects part of our personality, known for 
vicinity(family, close). It represent such features,  which are not so oft known to public. Features our 
comfort zone we won´t  to escape.   
In case being born after sun set more likely,  best part of  your life will be under influence of  characteristics 
of Moon position in your star map. You have more tendency to present features reflecting  your private 
attitude. You meet people like you or you want to be as they are. People born under his force being 
socialized, they meet staff  living life which is attractive to them most.  

Light up your STAR I. 

If Moon on birth date was in part of sky assigned to zodiac sign Cancer, You 
have natural inclination to care more intensively about your close 
 neighbourhood. You express very carefull (maternal) instincts. You getting 
well if are able to attract neighbourhood emotively. Etc. make them laugh or
play on emotions.     
In case the Moon position was in zodiac sign Libra, your emotional life and 
decision making is more or less under your partner. Opinion of your partner 
is very important and you oft adapt outside view in your private life. When 
you can choose appropriate partners which can move You up, that´s  good 
sign 4U. You take benefits in cooperation with others to support them. Moon 
position in your star map in zodiac sign Aries, represents your martial, 
brave part of your temperament in private life. 

You prefer more difficult than comfort way of  life. You act more rebel and therefore most likely You meet 
staff  like-minded to You. You love challenges and for all that to your family, close environment  want to 
prove being able to live your own, individual life. Being in progress when asking of  You quick and clear 
results.         
If Moon position (in your star map) be found in zodiac sign Capricorn, dominates more conservative 
perception. You rest on ongoing emotions than of such having short and gushy effect. Taking benefits 
where is needed to tolerate emotional ups downs others persons, theatrical behavior or another faked 
emotions. You are oriented on long term objectives and results in future. 
If  you are able to take benefits of  such attitude, depends on how is your Moon “spotlighted” , in other 
words,  how cooperates with others objects of  space sky.  Simply said,  How we are able to control our 
inner temperament, comfort zone, which oft plays a crucial point to move up.     
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Coffee with Ganoderma has changed my life in better way, 
helped me to feel better physically and financially. I have met 
lot of great people from different countries, closer of farer away, 
I have visited beautiful Asian countries. I´m really grateful to 
DXN company for this experiences and nice memories. :-) 

                                     by Dagmar Zwicklová

After taking Cordypes I feel more energy. By working in the office I start to feel tired and looking 
everywhere where I put my Cordyceps. 
Anytime I feel weak or flu coming up, I take higher dosage of Cordyceps. The same do my family, wife, kids, 
mother. 
I know it gives me energy and enhances the immune system. By every disease I get or my family, we always 
increase a dosage of Cordyceps. If you want to sleep very well per night, don´t take it, but if the night is still 
fresh for you and gentleman would like to please their partners, Cordyceps will be your friend. 
I also recommend Cordyceps to any physical acitivity as challenging sport or harder physical work. Even I 
recommend Cordyceps the most from DXN products, I use others on daily basis too. 
            
                                 by Miroslav Marušák

From the morning till the evening I do use DXN products. Once a week I take conscious fasting (not really 
regularly), when I don´t eat anything just taking water or DXN tea, half cup of our black coffee or Spirulina, 
Cordyceps and Cocozhi in the evening. 
I can pass through a day without meat, bread, potatoes, vegetables, fruit, nuts, pasta or another lovely food 
even who knows me would tell you I never resist to a cake or sausages :-) 
But when a day of fasting comes I´m really strict to myself, as much as I drink just a water that day. 
But to be told just about one product with best experience I ever had, is Cordyceps. 
I have been using Cordyceps for years. I had attended one presentation of Alena Hlavicová with Cordyceps 
and Spirulina topic and since I have been using these two products on daily basis as I know, my body needs 
them because of my life living. 
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by Ingrid Kollárová

Oven is heated to 200 °C. Beetroot or other vegetable we shred very softly, drop a bit of ume-vinegar and 
stir. (We can use pickles as well). Boiled leguminous plants mix smoothly or puree. Beetroot, mixture of 
leguminous plants, fruit vinegar, dried fruit, spices and sweetener mix together. 

All dry ingredients mix together in separate bowl. In the end mix together dried and wet ingredients, make 
a very quick stir and immediately pour to form. (Form must be spread with coconut oil and filled with 
chopped nuts or put unbleached papier for baking). 
The mixture should be rather thicker than fluid. If its too thicker, add some more broth from 
leguminous/vegetable milk. 
Bake in heater oven for the first 5-10 mins at 190 °C, then lower a temperature a bit to 175 °C and bake for 
other more 35-45 mins (due to thickness of dough). 

Cut it to pieces after cooling. Attention – leguminous forms look like it´s not baked at all, just leave to cool 
– they will solidify. 

Beetroot cake 

 1 cup of shred beetroot/carrot/pumpkin... 
1tsp of ume-vinegar 
1 table spoon of coconut/apple/apricot vinegar 
1 cup of cooked red beans/azuka/chickpeas with a little bit of 
broth 
2-3 tsp of yat/maple/agave or grain malt/choppped dried dates 
Pint of vailla + badian + cardamonn + gingrebread powder 
/garam masala spice/ cinnamon 
½ cup of sour dried fruit as 
goji/cranberry/raspberry/blueberries or raisins 
2 cups of fresh melted rice natural/black rice 
2 tsp of good quality of soda bicarbonates 
1 table spoon of Chia 

Tip: to have softer version we can 
add 2-3 table spoon of melted 

coconut oil 
(add ground nuts/almonds/flour 

from ground almonds). 
Bon Apetite! 
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As I love to give gifts I also love to receive them. Christmas is great time because of gifts despites eating. I 
have a talent to give concrete gifts to concrete people. To be simple just for them and not something generally 
given. Or even it´s some classic, I´m trying to pack it nice. Here is my 10 personal tips for christmas gifts. 
Lately I do give a step for meaningful gifts. Even it´s hand made or experience – cook course, course of 
painting or shopping clothes due to 8 key styles. 

Following pictures: 
aromatherapy with essential oils, books - a few titles in the picture, a hand made candle stand made of glass 
that you find at home in a pantry, hand made necklace and earrings with gemstones to promote love, 
handmade decorative soaps with essential oils, hand made diaries of gratitude for writing our gratitude at 
the end of the day, handmade mandalas, handmade candles filled with semiprecious stones energy. 

10 special tips as Christmas gifts

9 and 10 tip is a special 
hand mande cup you can 

dedicate coffee with 
Reishi. Let´s inspire you!
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I have created a wonderful Advent calendar this year. Because we have perfect products in DXN, I have 
chosen them, pack them differently and gift is prepared to be gifted. In the pictures you can see products I 
put to calendar. His content is completely up to you, even you can put 20 sachets of coffee and already 
having 20 gifts to advent calendar. I wanted to have it colorful so I had used travel kit – shampoo, shower 
gel, small toothpaste, Zhi Mint – menthol pastils againts cough, coffee pastils a to 24th window I put Gano 
oil. Also Advent calendar can be made for children with Cocozhi.

Make your own Advent calendar

Technique: Prepare a decorative wrapping paper, 
scissors, tape, punch, stickers with numbers or make 
them, glue, bows, cord, laces. Choose your products 
which you pack from 1-24 packages by each. Then 
stick a stickers, make a hole with punch and roll the 
ribbon. With cord you can tie to hanger, use two. Can 
be hung anywhere, no stop for creativity. Possible to 
use also bundles with packages and cord and place to 
suitable place. And let´s go 1. December welcome 
with joy and choose every day a small surprise :-)


